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MJOLNER RE-03

Mjolner RE-03

Self-propelled hydraulic piling plant Rail Mjolner 
RE-03 is the ideal machine to perform tasks as-
sociated with piling development or renovation 
of the railway infrastructure that is piling using 
a hammer H3H Uddcomb, where the maxi-
mum pile length is 5000 mm. Piling is intended 
exclusively for pile driving a station B1, B2, B3, 
B1A, B3A the construction of pillars and gates 
of railway traction. Possible to obtain a “gauge 
railway foundations that range from  A = 2400 
mm to 4300 mm.

Construction palownicy allows Pile foundations 
without dismantling the railway traction on the 
track working on the location where the foun-
dations are not designed directly underneath 
the existing lines - in such cases the only solu-
tion is removal or reconstruction. The precon-
dition is always off working voltage of the circuit. 
Installation of foundations in no way interfere 
with or impede the movement of trains on the 
track next door.
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Specifications::

Model:    Mjolner RE-3
Main engine:    Deutz BF6M1013EC
Engine power:    131 kW at 1500 rpm
The maximum length of the pile:    5000 mm
Tilt from you:    100 degrees
Tilt “at home “:    70 degrees
Tilt from side to side:    + / - 4 degrees
Maximum gauge axis piles being driven from the track:    4300 mm
The minimum gauge of the axis of pile being driven from the track:  2500 mm
Mast Rotation angle relative to the frame:    190 degrees
The width of the support legs from the inside:    2940 mm
The frequency of hammer blows:    adjustable from 0 to 100 per minute
Height ejection ram:    adjustable from 100 to 800 mm

Standard equipment:

• Fuel oil tank
• type of crane Palfinger PK 16000 C
• Brake pressure air system meets the requirements of Knorr PKP
• power generator
• hammer Uddcomb
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Aarsleff Sp. z o.o.
 Primary activity is the 
design and execution of spe-
cialist foundation work. Our 
key objective is to provide 
our Clients with reliable and 
professional services and to 
do our utmost to be a consid-
ered and trustworthy partner.
 A further advantage is 
our possibility to revert to a 
years-long experience of a 
number of European compa-
nies owned by the concern 
PER AARSLEFF A/S based 
in Denmark, including other 
piling companies that oper-
ate in the UK, Germany and 
Sweden. The total number of 
precast reinforced concrete 
piles produced and installed 
annually by PER AARSLEFF’s 
subsidiaries amounts to over 
1,000,000 lm. Furthermore, 
we offer services related to 
the design and installation 
of sheet piles and sheet pile 
walls used for the construc-
tion of harbour infrastructure, 
tunnels, retaining walls and 
protection of deep founda-
tion trenches.
 With our rich experience, 
professional staff, excellent 
organization skill and hi-tech 
equipment, we can guarantee 
a high quality of our services 
and prompt completion of 
work.

Machine dimensions:

Length:   15,680 mm
Width:   3100 mm
Height:   4380 mm
Weight:   68000 kg
Bogie wheelbase:   1750 mm


